To accelerate the existing Broad Learning System (BLS) for new added nodes in [7] , we extend the inverse Cholesky factorization in [10] to deduce an efficient inverse Cholesky factorization for a Hermitian matrix partitioned into 2 × 2 blocks, which is utilized to develop the proposed BLS algorithm 1. The proposed BLS algorithm 1 compute the ridge solution (i.e, the output weights) from the inverse Cholesky factor of the Hermitian matrix in the ridge inverse, and update the inverse Cholesky factor efficiently. From the proposed BLS algorithm 1, we deduce the proposed ridge inverse, which can be obtained from the generalized inverse in [7] by just change one matrix in the equation to compute the newly added sub-matrix. We also modify the proposed algorithm 1 into the proposed algorithm 2, which is equivalent to the existing BLS algorithm [7] in terms of numerical computations. The proposed algorithms 1 and 2 can reduce the computational complexity, since usually the Hermitian matrix in the ridge inverse is smaller than the ridge inverse. With respect to the existing BLS algorithm, the proposed algorithms 1 and 2 usually require about 1 3 and 2 3 of complexities, respectively, while in numerical experiments they achieve the speedups (in each additional training time) of 2.40 ∼ 2.91 and 1.36 ∼ 1.60, respectively. Numerical experiments also show that the proposed algorithm 1 and the standard ridge solution always bear the same testing accuracy, and usually so do the proposed algorithm 2 and the existing BLS algorithm. The existing BLS assumes the ridge parameter λ → 0, since it is based on the generalized inverse with the ridge regression approximation. When the assumption of λ → 0 is not satisfied, the standard ridge solution obviously achieves a better testing accuracy than the existing BLS algorithm in numerical experiments. Thus when λ → 0 is not satisfied, the proposed BLS algorithms 1 is preferred, or we can modify the existing BLS with the generalized inverse into the BLS with the proposed ridge inverse, which also achieves the testing accuracy of the standard ridge solution in numerical experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Single layer feedforward neural networks (SLFN), which possess the universal approximation capability, have been widely applied in classification and regression [1] - [3] . In SLFN, the traditional Gradient-descent-based learning algorithms [4] , [5] converge slowly and may halt at a local minimum. Furthermore, their generalization performance is H. Zhu sensitive to the training parameters (e.g., learning rate). Accordingly the random vector functional-link neural network (RVFLNN) has been proposed [2] as a different train method, which has fast learning speed, and offers the generalization capability in function approximation [3] .
To model time-variety data with moderate size, a dynamic step-wise updating algorithm was proposed in [6] , to update the output weights of the RVFLNN easily for a new added node or input, by only computing the generalized inverse of that added node or input. To deal with time-variety big data with high dimension, the scheme in [6] was improved in [7] to propose Broad Learning System (BLS). Then in [8] , the universal approximation capability of BLS was proved mathematically, and several BLS variants were given, which include cascade, recurrent, and broad-deep combination structures.
BLS [7] , [8] improves the previous scheme [6] in three aspects. Firstly, BLS reduces the data dimensions by transforming the input data into the feature nodes. Secondly, BLS updates the output weights easily for any number of new added nodes or inputs, by computing the generalized inverse of those added nodes or inputs in just one iteration. Lastly, BLS improves the generalization performance by computing the output weights from the generalized inverse with the ridge regression approximation, which assumes the ridge parameter λ → 0 in the ridge inverse [9] to approximate the generalized inverse.
This brief improves the existing BLS for new added nodes in [7] . The propose BLS algorithm 1 computes the output weights from the inverse Cholesky factor of the Hermitian matrix in the ridge inverse, and extends the inverse Cholesky factorization in [10] to update the inverse Cholesky factor efficiently. The Hermitian matrix is usually smaller than the ridge inverse, and then the proposed algorithm 1 can reduce the computational complexity. On the other hand, the existing BLS assumes λ → 0 to assure the ridge regression approximation of the generalized inverse, while the proposed algorithm 1 is based on the ridge inverse and no longer needs to assume λ → 0. Accordingly λ can be any positive real number. Moreover, we deduce the ridge inverse of the partitioned matrix from the proposed algorithm 1. Then the proposed ridge inverse is compared with the generalized inverse in [7] to modify the proposed algorithm 1 into the proposed algorithm 2, which is equivalent to the existing BLS algorithm [7] in terms of numerical computations.
This brief is organized as follows. Section II introduces the existing incremental BLS on added nodes based on the generalized inverse with the ridge regression approximation. In Section III, we deduce the proposed BLS algorithms 1 and 2, and the proposed ridge inverse of the partitioned matrix. Then in Section IV, we describe the proposed BLS Algorithms for added enhancement nodes and added feature nodes, respectively. Section V compares the expected computational complexities of the existing and proposed BLS algorithms, and evaluates these BLS algorithms by numerical experiments. Finally, we make conclusion in Section VI.
, where X denotes the input data, and ξ(XW h + β h ) denotes the enhancement components. The corresponding outputŶ
where W are the output weight matrix. Then the least-square solution of (1) is [6] 
where Y denotes the labels and the generalized inverse
BLS maps the input data X to construct the feature nodes, which are then enhanced as the enhancement nodes. All the feature nodes and the enhancement nodes form the expanded input matrix that can be denoted as A k , where the subscript k denotes the column number and the total number of nodes.
A. Incremental Learning for Added Enhancement Nodes
In this section, as an example, we only introduce the incremental learning algorithm to add q new enhancement nodes to the network, which is equivalent to add H with q columns to the input matrix A k by
In the stepwise updating algorithm [7] , the generalized inverse of the column-partitioned matrix A k+q is computed by
where the newly added sub-matrix
and
while the new generalized inverse solution [9] 
which forms the output weights.
B. Ridge Regression Approximation of the Generalized Inverse
In a flatted neural network, the generalized inverse solution (2) can be considered as a very convenient approach to obtain the output weights [6] , [7] , which is the least square solution argmin :
of the linear equation (1) . The generalized inverse solution is aimed to minimize training errors, but usually can not achieve the minimum generalization errors, especially for ill-conditioned problems. To achieve a better generalization performance, instead of the least square solution (10) , an alternative solution can be utilized, i.e.,
argmin :
where λ > 0 is the constraint on the sum of the squared weightsW. This solution is equivalent to the ridge solution [9] 
where the ridge inverse
When the ridge parameter λ → 0, the ridge solution (11) degenerates into the least square solution (10) , and the ridge inverse degenerates into the generalized inverse [7, equation
In [7] , the ridge regression approximation of the generalized inverse, i.e., (14) , has been utilized to compute the generalized inverse C + in (6a) and A + k .
III. PROPOSED BLS ALGORITHMS BASED ON INVERSE CHOLESKY FACTORIZATION OF A PARTITIONED HERMITIAN MATRIX
Actually the BLS in [7] is based on the Greville's method [11] , which can only compute the generalized inverse of a partitioned matrix. As shown in (14) , the ridge inverse can be viewed as an approximate generalized inverse [7] , [9] . However, the ridge inverse is not a generalized inverse [9] , e.g., the ridge inverse A † does not obey AA † A = A, which the generalized inverse A + obeys [11] . Correspondingly the generalized inverse of a partitioned matrix [11] , [12] is usually inapplicable to the ridge inverse, but it can be applied to the ridge inverse in [7] , since the ridge parameter λ is set to a very small positive real number, e.g., 10 −8 , and then λ → 0 can be assumed to assure that the ridge inverse always satisfies (14) .
In this section, we develop efficient algorithms based on the ridge inverse of the column-partitioned matrix A k+q in (4). The l × (k + q) matrix A k+q has more rows than columns, i.e., l > k + q, since usually there are more training samples than nodes in the neural networks [6] , [7] . So the proposed algorithm 1 computes the ridge solution from the inverse Cholesky factor of the Hermitian matrix (A T k+q A k+q + λI) in the ridge inverse (13), to avoid computing the ridge inverse A † k+q , while the inverse Cholesky factor is updated efficiently by extending the inverse Cholesky factorization in [10] . The proposed algorithm 1 can save the computational load, since the (k + q) × (k + q) Hermitian matrix is smaller than the (k + q) × l ridge inverse. From the proposed algorithm 1, we deduce the ridge inverse of the partitioned matrix A k+q . Then by comparing the proposed ridge inverse with the generalized inverse in [7] , we modify the proposed algorithm 1 into the proposed algorithm 2, which is equivalent to the existing BLS algorithm in terms of numerical computations.
A. Efficient Inverse Cholesky Factorization of a Hermitian Matrix Partitioned into 2 × 2 Blocks
In this subsection, we extend the efficient inverse Cholesky factorization proposed in [10] , to develop an efficient inverse Cholesky factorization for a Hermitian matrix partitioned into 2 × 2 blocks, which will be utilized in what follows.
Let us extend (13) in [10] to be a 2 × 2 block Hermitian matrix, i.e.,
where
Then denote the inverse Cholesky factor [10] of R i (i = k, k+ q) as the upper-triangular F i , which satisfies
i.e.,
From (17) it can easily be seen that the lower-triangular F −T i is the conventional Cholesky factor [14, Theorem 4.2.5] of R i . We can apply the efficient inverse Cholesky factorization in [10] to compute F k+q from F k by q iterations, to obtain
and we can also compute F k+q from F k by just 1 iteration, by extending equation (17) in [10] to be
where the upper-triangular G is the inverse Cholesky factor of
In Appendix A we deduce (19). In (19a), G can be computed by the inverse Choleksy factorization [10] ; otherwise, G can be obtained by inverting and transposing the lower-triangular Cholesky factor, as F i can be obtained by inverting and transposing the Cholesky factor F −T i in (17).
B. Proposed Algorithm 1 to Compute the Inverse Cholesky Factor and the Ridge Solution
To obtain the inverse Cholesky factor of the Hermitian matrix (A T k+q A k+q +λI) in the Ridge Inverse A † k+q , we need to compute E and U in (19) by
and then compute (19) and (18) to obtain F k+q , in which the sub-matrices can be utilized to compute the ridge solution bỹ
We will deduce (20) and (21) in the next paragraph and Appendix B, respectively. To deduce (20), substitute A k into (13) to obtain
and then substitute (4) into (23) to obtain
Finally we can compare (24) and (15) to obtain (20). Obviously we can utilize (21) to avoid computingW k+q from A † k+q by (12) . Moreover, in Appendix C we will show
C. Proposed Ridge Inverse
In appendix D we will show that we can compute A † k+q by
Since (5) to compute the generalized inverse and (25) to compute the ridge inverse have the same form, (9) to compute the generalized solution and the equation to compute the ridge solutionW k+q also have the same form, and then the latter can be written asW
D. Comparison of Ridge Inverse and Generalized Inverse
In this subsection let us compare the proposed ridge inverse (i.e., (25) and (26)) and the generalized inverse (with the ridge regression approximation) in [7] (i.e., (5), (6), (7) and (8)). It can be seen that (5), (7) and (8) are the same as (25), (26c) and (26a), respectively, and the only difference lies between (26b) and (6a), which both compute the newly added sub-matrix B T . We can apply (14) to write (6a) as
Obviously the difference between (26b) and (28) is very small, i.e., we can replace the first C with H in (28) to obtain (26b).
To show that (26b) is equal to (28) when λ → 0, we only need to verify
We can substitute (7) into C T C to obtain
Then from (29) and (30), it can be seen that to verify (29), we only need to deduce
In Appendix E, we will deduce
and then we have verified (31) since
On the other hand, since usually
for λ > 0, (26b) (proposed in this brief) is different from (28) (utilized in [7] ) when the condition of λ → 0 is not satisfied.
E. Proposed Algorithm 2 by Inverse Cholesky Factorization of the Hermitian Matrix in (28) for the Generalized Inverse
We can substitute (65a) into (26c), to verify that C defined in (26c) is equal to C computed by (36). As mentioned in the last subsection, the difference of the proposed ridge inverse and the generalized inverse in [7] lies between (26b) and (28) (i.e., (6a)), and it can be seen from (35) that actually (19a) computes the inverse Cholesky factor of the Hermitian matrix in (26b). Then we can also compute the inverse Cholesky factor of the Hermitian matrix in (28) (for the generalized inverse with the ridge regression approximation) by
which can be deduced by substituting (29) into (35). Now we can utilize (37) instead of (19a) to compute the uppertriangular inverse Cholesky factor G, and it is expected that the whole algorithm with (37) is equivalent to the generalized inverse (with the ridge regression approximation) in [7] in terms of numerical computations.
IV. PROPOSED BLS ALGORITHMS FOR ADDED NODES
For the sake of readability, in this section we follow the notations utilized in [7] . We introduce the system model of the existing BLS, and then utilize the efficient algorithms proposed in Section III, to develop the incremental learning algorithms for added enhancement nodes and added feature nodes, respectively.
A. Existing Broad Learning Model
In the BLS, the input data X is projected by
to become the i-th group of mapped features Z i , where the weights W ei and the biases β ei are randomly generated and then fine-tuned by applying the linear inverse problem [7] . All the first n groups of mapped features are concatenated into
which are then enhanced by
to become the j-th group of enhancement nodes H j , where W hj and β hj are randomly generated. All the first m groups of enhancement nodes are concatenated into
Finally the connections of all the mapped features Z n and the enhancement nodes H m are fed into the output bŷ
where the desired connection weights W m are computed from the ridge regression of the generalized inverse by
From (42), (41) and (40), it can be seen that all the n groups of mapping features are enhanced by (40) synchronously, to obtain the j-th group of enhancement nodes H j . In [7] , a different construction is also proposed, which connects each group of mapped features to a group of enhancement nodes. That construction with n groups of mapped features and n enhancement groups can be denoted aŝ
B. Proposed BLS Algorithms for Added Enhancement Nodes
In this subsection, we will introduce the proposed incremental learning algorithms to add q enhancement nodes. Write the additional q enhancement nodes as the (m + 1)th group of enhancement nodes H m+1 defined by (40), i.e., H m+1 = ξ(Z n W hm+1 + β hm+1 ), where the weights W hm+1 and the biases β hm+1 are randomly generated.
Denote all the mapped features and enhancement nodes in (42) as
and after q enhancement nodes are inserted, A m should be updated into [7] A m+1 = A m |H m+1 .
The existing BLS algorithm computes (A m+1 ) + from (A m ) + by (5), (8), (7) and (6), and computes the generalized inverse solution W m+1 from W m by (9) .
The proposed algorithm 1 is based on the inverse Cholesky factor of the Hermitian matrix in the Ridge inverse (13). It computes the inverse Cholesky factor F m+1 from F m by (20), 
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(19) and (18), and then utilizes the sub-matrices in F m+1 to computeW m+1 fromW m by (21).
In the proposed algorithm 1, we can use (36) and (37) instead of (19a), to obtain the proposed algorithm 2, which is equivalent to the BLS algorithm in [7] in terms of numerical computations.
In the above-mentioned equations,
C. Proposed BLS Algorithms for Added Feature Nodes
In this subsection, we will introduce the proposed incremental learning algorithms to add some feature nodes and the corresponding enhancement nodes. Let A m n denote the expanded input matrix for the initial BLS with n groups of feature mapping nodes and m groups of enhancement nodes. The additional (n + 1)-th group of feature mapping nodes can be denoted as [7] 
and the corresponding enhancement nodes can be written as
Then the expanded input matrix A m n should be updated into [7] A
The existing BLS algorithm computes (A m n+1 ) + from (A m n ) + by (5), (8), (7) and (6), and computes the generalized inverse solution W m n+1 from W m n by (9). The proposed algorithm 1 computes the inverse Cholesky factor F m n+1 from F m n by (20), (19) and (18), and then utilizes the sub-matrices in F m n+1 to computeW m n+1 fromW m n by (21).
V. COMPLEXITY COMPARISON AND NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS In this section, we compare the expected flops (floatingpoint operations) of the existing BLS algorithm in [7] and the proposed BLS algorithms. Then we conduct numerical experiments to compare the accuracy and training time of the existing BLS algorithm and the proposed BLS algorithms.
A. Complexity Comparison
In this subsection, we compare the expected flops of the existing BLS algorithm in [7] and the proposed BLS algorithms. Obviously lq(2k − 1) ≈ 2lkq flops are required to multiply a l × k matrix by a k × q matrix, and lk = 0(lkq) flops are required to sum two matrices in size l ×k. In Matlab, the inv function [13] requires 1 3 k 3 flops [14] to compute the LDL T factors of the k × k Hermitian matrix X, 1 3 k 3 flops to obtain the inverses of the triangular factor L and the diagonal factor D, and 1 3 k 3 flops to obtain the matrix inverse inv(X) by multiplying the inverses of the factors. Thus it totally requires k 3 flops to compute the inverse of the Hermitian matrix X. Moreover, the inverse Cholesky factorization of a q × q Hermitian matrix requires q 3 /3 multiplications and additions [10] , i.e., 2 3 q 3 flops. We list the flops of the existing algorithm in [7] and the proposed algorithm 1 in Table I , where c denotes the number of output nodes. We give the total flops and the flops for each equation. To calculate the flops, notice that F T k E computed in (19a) can be utilized in (19b), and GG T obtained in (19a) can be utilized in (21). Moreover, notice that both F k and G are triangular, and only about half entries need to be computed for the Hermitian matrices.
The proposed algorithm 2 uses (36) and (37) instead of (19a) in the proposed algorithm 1. Compared to (19a), (36) and (37) require the extra 2qkl and q 2 l flops to compute A k × (F k F T k E) and C T × C, respectively, and save the q 2 k flops to compute 19b) . Thus compared to the proposed algorithm 1, the proposed algorithm 2 requires the extra
flops, and then the total flops of the proposed algorithm 2 are
Usually we can assume
i.e., the new added hidden nodes are much less than the training samples. If the new added hidden nodes are also much more than the output nodes, i.e.,
it can be seen from Table I and (49) that the approximate total flops of the existing BLS algorithm, the proposed algorithm 2 and the proposed algorithm 1 are (6qk + 3q 2 )l, (4qk + 2q 2 )l and (2qk + q 2 )l, respectively. Accordingly with respect to the existing BLS algorithm, the proposed algorithms 1 and 2 only require about 1 3 and 2 3 of flops, respectively. 
B. Numerical Experiments
We compare the proposed BLS algorithms and the existing BLS algorithm by the simulations on MATLAB software platform under a Microsoft-Windows Server with 128 GB of RAM. We strictly follow the simulations for Table IV in [7] , to give the experimental results on the Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST) dataset [15] with 60000 training images and 10000 testing images. For the enhancement nodes, the weights W hj and the biases β hj (j = 1, 2, · · · , m) are drawn from the standard uniform distributions on the interval −1 1 , and the sigmoid function is chosen.
As Table IV in [7] , we simulate the incremental BLS on added nodes. We set the initial network as 10 × 6 feature nodes and 3000 enhancement nodes. The feature nodes are dynamically increased from 60 to 100, and the enhancement nodes are dynamically increased from 3000 to 11000. In each update, 10 feature nodes are added, and 2000 enhancement nodes are added, which include 750 enhancement nodes corresponding to the added feature nodes and 1250 additional enhancement nodes. The snapshot results of each update are shown in Table II, Table III and Table IV . Table II shows the testing accuracy of the standard ridge solution (by (13) and (12)), the proposed BLS algorithm 1, the proposed BLS algorithm 2 and the existing BLS algorithm, which are abbreviated as Standard, Alg. 1, Alg. 2 and Existing, respectively. We set the ridge parameter λ to 10 −8 , 10 −6 , 10 −5 and 10 −1 . When λ ≤ 10 −6 , it can be seen from Table   II that sometimes there is a small difference between the testing accuracy of the proposed algorithm 2 and that of the existing algorithm. That small difference can be explained by the numerical errors, and it becomes zero 1 in most cases when λ ≥ 10 −5 . Thus we can conclude that the proposed algorithm 2 and the existing algorithm achieve the same testing accuracy when the numerical errors are neglected. Moreover, Table II also shows that the proposed algorithm 1 and the standard ridge solution always bear the same testing accuracy.
When λ is small (i.e., λ ≤ 10 −6 ), Table II shows a small difference between the testing accuracy of the standard ridge solution and that of the existing BLS algorithm. However, that difference becomes bigger when λ becomes bigger, and usually the standard ridge solution achieves a better testing accuracy than the existing BLS algorithm. Accordingly when the assumption of λ → 0 for the existing BLS algorithm is not satisfied, the proposed algorithm 1 is preferred, which achieves the testing accuracy of the standard ridge solution.
When λ → 0 is not satisfied, we can also use (26b) instead of (6a) in the existing BLS algorithm to apply the proposed ridge inverse. The corresponding simulation results are shown in Table III where λ = 10 −5 , 10 −4 , 10 −3 . It can be seen from Table III that the existing BLS algorithm with (6a) replaced by (26b) (i.e., Modified [7] in Table III ) can achieve the testing Table  III ) in most cases. Table IV shows the training times of the existing BLS algorithm, the proposed algorithm 1 and the proposed algorithm 2, and gives the speedups in training time of the proposed BLS algorithms 1 and 2 over the existing BLS algorithm. The training time is the average value of 100 simulations, while the speedups are computed by T existing /T proposed , i.e., the ratio between the training time of the existing BLS algorithm and that of the proposed BLS algorithm. As observed from Table IV , the speedups in each additional training time of the proposed BLS algorithms 1 and 2 over the existing algorithm are 2.40 ∼ 2.91 and 1.36 ∼ 1.60, respectively, and the speedups in total training time of the proposed BLS algorithms 1 and 2 over the existing algorithm are 2.20 and 1.38, respectively. Thus we can conclude that the proposed BLS algorithms 1 and 2 significantly accelerate the existing BLS algorithm, and the proposed BLS algorithm 1 is faster than the proposed BLS algorithm 2.
In the simulations for Table IV , obviously the number of training samples is l = 60000, the number of hidden nodes is k = 3000, 5000, 7000, 9000, the number of new added nodes is q = 2000, and the number of output nodes is c = 10. Accordingly the assumptions (50) and (51) are both satisfied, and then with respect to the existing BLS algorithm, the proposed algorithms 1 and 2 only require 1 3 and 2 3 of flops, respectively. It can be seen that the above theoretical calculation of flops are consistent with the speedups in Table  IV .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this brief, we improve the existing BLS for new added nodes in [7] . By extending the inverse Cholesky factorization in [10] , we deduce an efficient inverse Cholesky factorization for a Hermitian matrix partitioned into 2 × 2 blocks, which is utilized to develop the proposed BLS algorithm 1. The proposed BLS algorithm 1 computes the ridge solution (i.e, the output weights) from the inverse Cholesky factor of the Hermitian matrix in the ridge inverse, and updates the inverse Cholesky factor efficiently.
From the proposed BLS algorithm 1, we deduce the algorithm to compute the ridge inverse of the partitioned matrix. The proposed ridge inverse can be obtained from the generalized inverse in [7] , by just replacing the first C with H in the equation to compute the newly added sub-matrix. Then we compare the proposed ridge inverse with the generalized inverse in [7] , to modify the proposed algorithm 1 into the proposed algorithm 2, which is equivalent to the existing BLS algorithm [7] in terms of numerical computations.
The proposed algorithms 1 and 2 can save the computational load, since usually the Hermitian matrix in the ridge inverse is smaller than the ridge inverse. The theoretical calculation of flops show that with respect to the existing BLS algorithm, the proposed algorithms 1 and 2 require less flops, and only require about 1 3 and 2 3 of flops, respectively, when the new added hidden nodes are much less than the training samples and much more than the output nodes, as is the usual case. Moreover, numerical experiments show that the speedups in each additional training time of the proposed BLS algorithms 1 and 2 over the existing algorithm are 2.40 ∼ 2.91 and 1.36 ∼ 1.60, respectively, and the speedups in total training time of the proposed BLS algorithms 1 and 2 over the existing algorithm are 2.20 and 1.38, respectively.
The existing BLS assumes the ridge parameter λ → 0, since it is based on the generalized inverse with the ridge regression approximation. In numerical experiments, the proposed algorithm 1 and the standard ridge solution always bear the same testing accuracy, and usually so do the proposed algorithm 2 and the existing BLS algorithm. Numerical experiments also show that when λ → 0 is not satisfied, the standard ridge solution obviously achieves a better testing accuracy than the existing BLS algorithm. Thus when λ → 0 is not satisfied, the proposed BLS algorithms 1 is preferred, or we can modify the existing BLS with the generalized inverse into the BLS with the proposed ridge inverse, which also achieves the testing accuracy of the standard ridge solution in numerical experiments.
APPENDIX A THE DERIVATION OF (19)
From (18) we obtain
Then let us substitute (52) into (17) to obtain R k+q =
which can be compared with (15) 
We can deduce (19b) from (53a). On the other hand, we can substitute (19b) into (53b) to obtain U =
from which we can deduce (19a).
APPENDIX B THE DERIVATION OF (21)
Substitute (16) 
into (22) to obtain
and then substitute (4) and (18) into (55) to obtain
into which substitute (55) and (19b) to obtain
Finally let us substitute (55) into (57) to obtain
and substitute (58) into (12) to obtaiñ
into which substitute (12) to obtain (21).
APPENDIX C TO SHOW THAT
which is substituted into the last entry in (59) to write it as
From equation (20) in [16] we can obtain 
Now let us replace the last entry in (59) by (62) to obtain
Obviously A k A T k + λI is positive definite for λ > 0, and then A k A T k + λI −1 is also positive definite. Correspondingly we can obtain the Cholesky factor of A k A T k + λI −1 , i.e., Π satisfying Π T Π = A k A T k + λI −1 , which can be substituted into (63) to write it as
Obviously the right side of (64) is positive definite.
APPENDIX D THE DERIVATION OF (25) AND (26)
Let us write
Then substitute (19b) into (57), into which substitute (65) to obtain (25). Moreover, substitute (20a) into (65a) to obtain
into which substitute (55) to deduce (26a). To deduce (26b) and (26c), substitute (59) into (19a), and then substitute (19a) and (20a) into (65b) to obtain
into which substitute (66) to obtain B T = (H T H + λI − H T A k D) −1 (H − A k D) T , i.e.,
From (68) we can deduce (26b) where C satisfies (26c).
APPENDIX E THE DERIVATION OF (32)
Substitute (7) into D T A T k C in (32) to obtain D T A T k C = D T A T k (H − A k D), into which substitute 2 (26a) to obtain
Then substitute (13) into (69) to obtain
Finally let us substitute (61) into (70) to obtain
into which substitute (13) to deduce (32).
